
What does it take to be a great leader? 
 
Where should I begin with studying leadership? "Begin by looking in the mirror… The specifics [of your 
leadership] are not nearly as important as the core of WHO YOU ARE. Jim Kouzes and Barry Posneri state this 
clearly in The Leadership Challenge: 'The instrument of leadership is the self. Mastery of the art of leadership 
comes from mastery of the self. Self development is not about stuffing in a whole bunch of new information or 
trying out the latest technique. It's about leading out of what is already in your soul.' When leaders don't truly 
understand what is in their souls, their leadership is inauthentic and is inappropriately influenced by all sorts of 
external forces. "ii The great Mystery of Leadership is that Leadership is about who you are being, not what you 
are doing. 
 
A. If leadership begins with who we are, then what specific qualities comprise great leaders? Boiling down 
countless lists of characteristics that describe great leaders, the most foundational traits are: 
 
1. AUTHENTIC. "After years of studying leaders and their traits, I believe that leadership begins and ends with 
authenticity."iii Authenticity is thinking, speaking and acting in accordance with who you really are, all the time. 
How easily do we put on just a little act to impress a boss or friend, or say something just a little different from 
what we really think in order to bring someone to our side? Authenticity prevents this kind of being influenced 
by our circumstances or audience. What any observer sees, hears and experiences in relationship with an 
authentic person is truly who that person is, and it does not matter if the observer is family, boss, peer, 
employee or friend. An authentic person is one who knows who he is (self-aware), and who actually is who he 
presents himself to be, and that presentation isn't influenced by external factors. He is solidly himself, and he 
knows who that self is. 
 
2. PROACTIVE, as in one who takes appropriate responsibility for the past, acts deliberately in the present and 
moves intentionally toward the future. Clearly, no one controls everything in their life. Circumstances and 
people happen. However, we do choose how we will respond to those circumstances and people. As we are 
using it here, a proactive person never sees herself as a victim controlled by circumstances, but rather views the 
situation simply as what is today. From this point, she intentionally reflects on this situation accurately and 
wisely, seeks appropriate counsel,  then moves forward deliberately and with confidence. She will find the next 
step and take it.  
 
3. COMMITTED TO A PURPOSE BIGGER THAN ONESELF. Only something bigger than ourselves can provide the 
razor sharp vision and direction essential for good leadership. Only such a purpose can tap the passion and drive 
necessary "to persevere in the valley of tears that is an inevitable experience in the lives of all true leaders."iv 
This purpose answers the question, "What am I here on earth for?" It offers a "YES!" when we wonder, "Will my 
life really matter?" Beyond our own skin, it strikes a chord on the heartstrings of those around us and draws 
them beyond their differences toward the goal. 
 
4. HAS INTEGRITY, as in being whole and complete, and therefore, efficient and reliable. It has often been 
stated that as integrity declines, workability declines, and as workability declines, performance declines. Since 
leaders strive toward a goal and performance is necessary to reach the goal, integrity is a central ingredient in 
leadership. Consider a bicycle. A bicycle with integrity has all its parts properly installed and maintained. It works 
reliably and efficiently and we can trust it. As its parts deteriorate, break or are removed, its integrity suffers, it 
becomes less reliable and eventually it can no longer perform at all. Likewise, a person with integrity is not 
hindered by glitches in character, but rather performs effectively and meets or exceeds our expectation, so that 
we can trust them. We can trust them to do what they say or imply, and do it in a timely manner. Because all the 
different aspects of themselves are working well and being maintained, a person of integrity chooses to do the 
right thing whether no one or the entire world is watching.   



 
5. HUMBLE, a combination of selflessness, caring and emotional intelligence. It has been said that humility isn't 
thinking less of yourself, but rather thinking of yourself less (CS Lewis). A truly humble person thinks and cares 
about those around her, their values, needs and passions. Humility causes her to demonstrate and express the 
value of those she encounters, both on the personal level and in the context of work. It enables her to meet 
other people at their emotional level then help them move forward. It causes a collaborative mindset that asks, 
"How can I help you?" and is willing to serve. Ultimately, humility validates others and shows them their value, 
which in turn taps into their own self-motivation and passion for the purpose mentioned above.  
 
While often highlighted only in Christian leadership, humility has been proven across the spectrum of leadership 
opportunities, since in enables leaders to servev and to care for others. Even in the military, it is known,  
practiced and taught that if you "take care of your people, they will take care of the mission"vi. Few qualities are 
more effective in any leaders' character than selfless caring that stems from humility.  
 
B. How do we develop these qualities? 
Developing authenticity involves recognizing that we all have a tendency to modify our words or actions to 
please our audience, and working toward minimizing it.  Reflect on interactions, and ask  people who know you 
well, so that you come to see any inauthenticity in yourself. When you perceive something that needs to be 
changed in your words, attitudes or actions, then go beyond those indicators to the heart of who you are. 
Therefore, the best leaders invest sufficient time in reflection to get to know themselves, and to change 
thoughts, attitudes and actions as necessary to conform with who they are. 
 
Becoming more proactive is simply a matter of becoming more intentional in daily decisions. It begins with 
stopping any thoughts or words that make excuses for the situation that exists or for one's choices today. Today 
simply is. The question is, what is the next step? Consider it carefully, with counsel. Then take it. 
 
Finding purpose involves reflection and discussion. As Christians, God has given us the general purpose to 
"make disciples"vii but how that is borne out can vary tremendously. Reflect in solitude, read Scripture, ask wise 
and godly people you know, then commit to something for a time. Often we find our life's purpose only as we 
actually do it. 
 
Developing integrity is a constant process of learning to choose to do the right thing in a timely manner. Similar 
to developing authenticity, it requires frequent reflection and often the input of others.  
 
In stark contrast to the qualities above, learning to practice humility requires not setting humility as the goal, 
but rather choosing to focus on others, to recognize that they may hold the key to the best solution, and to treat 
them with the respect that communicates the value inherent in them. It involves learning to listen well, 
empathize with them and, while remaining within appropriate constraints, ask how we can help. 
 
Summary: The good news is that these five qualities foundational to great leadership are available to everyone 
who decides to develop them, including you. 
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